Rhythm
“Dance with Somebody” By Conor Maynard, “Rhythm of the Night” By Corona, “Sing Sing Sing” Remix by the Correspondents

Jump (Foxtrot)
"Jump” by Paul Anika

Don’t Stop Me Now (Jive)
“Don’t Stop Me Now” by Queen (cover by Marc Matel)

Somewhere in Time (Cabaret)
"Somewhere in Time” by John Barry

Perfect (Viennese Waltz)
"Perfect” by David Archuleta and Nathan Pacheco

I Love Me (Quickstep)
"I Love Me” by Meghan Trainor and LunchMoney Lewis

Yesterday (Rumba)
"Yesterday” by The Beatles (cover by Eva Casidy)

The Bounce (Mambo)
“The Bounce” by Outasight

Swipe Right
“Gotta Get you into My Life” by Earth, Wind, and Fire, “September” by Justin Timberlake

What a Wonderful World (Cabaret)
“What a Wonderful Word” by Lexi Walker
**Iko Iko** (Samba)
“Iko Iko (My Bestie)” by Justin Wellington

**Waltz with Me** (Waltz)
“Waltz with Me Under the Sun” from Queen of Carthage by Kristina Train

**España Cañi** (Paso Doble)
“Wild Bull” by John Califra

**Mop N Glo-go**
“Boogie Wonderland” from Happy Feet by Brittany Murphy

**Cheeky Cha Cha**
“Bongo Cha Cha Cha” by Caterina Valente and Goodboys

**Fiddler on the Roof** (Ballroom Medley)
Selections from Jerry Bock, Arr. by Kurt Bestor

**Somebody to Love** (Latin Medley)
Selections from Contemporary Pop Music

**Rhythm - Finale**